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Based on literature review, investigations including review of experts, question 
naives and interviews, statistic analysis and competitions analysis, this paper mainly 
studies on the development of Chinese competitive aerobics and on their competition, 
organizations and training hetaerist and finds out factors influences the training and its 
sustainable development of competition in Chinese competitive aerobics. Moreover, 
the paper also puts forward possible solutions to competition development. It is the 
purpose that discovers many factors of the Chinese competitive aerobics competition 
organization and system reform, the characteristic of Chinese Competitive Aerobics 
sports’ marketability operation and pointed proposed the Competitive  Aerobics 
sports event take the fundamental research as a forerunner, according to world 
Competitive  Aerobics development tendency and Chinese actual national condition 
as well as market operation rule , base on the long term development viewpoint, 
paying special attention to the approach of Chinese Competitive Aerobics 
Competitions the reform work construction. Meanwhile Chinese should take the road 
which suit for competitive aerobics characteristic. Explore the sustainable 
development competition system path of a competitive aerobics exercises 
characteristic. Deal with the relationship of completion and training, and pays special 
attention to the Competitive Aerobics of the adolescent, The raise Competitive 
Aerobics reserve forces, by promoting the Chinese Competitive Aerobics 
competitions in the good direction to developing, Cause the Chinese Competitive 
Aerobics competitions system if the movement project development to unify, causes it 
systematization, the scientific style, the institution and the marketability. By promotes 
the Chinese athletics Competitive Aerobics to become the populace loving, 
sustainable development strong trend project but diligently! 
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方向(见图 1，表 1) 
 
图 1 近年部分期刊竞技健美操理论研究分布情况 
 
 
表 1 1990 年-2004 年 9 月我国竞技健美操科研内容及其分布状况 
 
如上图 1、表 1 所示，可以看出我国竞技健美操技术发展和理论研究发展的
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